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Context: The cervical spine can be divided into upper and lower units, each making a different contribution to the magnitude of rotation and proprioception. However, few studies have examined the effect of the cervical-rotation positions on proprioception. Objective: To compare cervical-spine rotation active joint-position sense (AJPS) near midrange of motion (mid-ROM; 30°) and near end-ROM (60°). Setting: Human performance research laboratory. Participants: 53 military helicopter pilots (age 28.4 ± 6.2 y, height 175.3 ± 9.3 cm, weight 80.1 ± 11.8 kg). Main Outcome Measures: A motion-analysis system was used to record cervical-rotation kinematics. Subjects sat in a chair wearing a headband and blindfold. First, they actively rotated the head right or left to a target position (30°/60°), with real-time verbal cues provided by the tester. Subjects held the target position for 5 s and then returned to the start position. After this, they replicated the target position as closely as possible. Five trials were performed in both directions to both target positions (R30/R60/L30/L60). Order of direction/position was randomized. The difference between target and replicated positions was calculated and defined as absolute error (AE), and the mean of 5 trials was used for analyses. Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests were used to compare AJPS at the different target positions (P < .0125 with Bonferroni adjustments). Results: End-ROM AEs were significantly more accurate than mid-ROM AEs (P = .001). Conclusion: Cervical-spine-rotation AJPS is more accurate near end-ROM than mid-ROM. Both target positions should be used to examine cervical-spine-rotation AJPS of both the upper and lower units.
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Normal postural alignment and human movement depend on effective and efficient sensorimotor control. This means that before the central nervous system can generate effective and efficient motor output, appropriate sensory input is required. Proprioception is the sensory component of sensorimotor control and directly mediates feedforward and feedback neuromuscular control of joint stability. With regard to the cervical spine, proprioceptive information from joint and muscle mechanoreceptors is integrated with vestibular and visual feedback to control head position, head orientation, and whole-body posture. Proprioception is a component of the sensorimotor system and plays an important role in maintaining joint stability. Because proprioception plays a critical role in the sensorimotor control of joint stability, an understanding of cervical-spine proprioception is important for determining the pathoetiology of neck pain and the design and implementation of targeted intervention programs for the prevention and rehabilitation of neck pain.

Past work has demonstrated that cervical-spine proprioception can be impaired in individuals with neck pain when compared with individuals without neck pain. Heikkilä and Wenngren reported that patients with a history of traumatic neck pain had significantly less-accurate cervical-spine kinesthetic sensibility with a transverse-plane head-repositioning task than control subjects. Rix and Bagust reported that patients with a history of nontraumatic neck pain had significantly less-accurate cervical-spine kinesthesia with a sagittal-plane head-relocation task than control subjects. On the other hand, other studies that used an outcome measure similar to that of the current study found no proprioceptive deficit in individuals with a history of neck pain or whiplash. Panjabi discussed how dysfunction/disruption of appropriate proprioceptive feedback can affect coordinated activation of skeletal muscles and contribute to chronic spinal-pain syndromes.
Previous research on different joints has consistently demonstrated significantly less proprioceptive acuity near the middle of a joint’s anatomical range of motion (ROM) than near a joint’s end-ROM.\textsuperscript{16–21} The cervical spine can be anatomically and biomechanically divided into the upper and lower cervical spine;\textsuperscript{22–24} with the first 40° to 45° of left and right rotation predominantly occurring at the C1–C2 level, after which rotation is progressively taken up by each descending motion segment.\textsuperscript{22,23} To our knowledge, there is only 1 published study that examined cervical-spine-rotation proprioception at different angles in 1 plane of motion.\textsuperscript{26} Loudon et al\textsuperscript{26} evaluated cervical-spine-rotation active joint-position sense (AJPS) using left and right rotation to target angles of 30° and 50°. Individuals with a history of whiplash injury were compared with age-matched subjects without a history of neck pain. Results revealed that those with whiplash injury were significantly less accurate in replicating target angles than were the control subjects. The study did not, however, investigate potential differences in AJPS within each group of subjects at the different target angles.

Therefore, the purpose of the study was to compare cervical-spine left- and right-rotation AJPS near mid-ROM (30°) and near end-ROM (60°). AJPS at 30° was intended to focus on proprioception of the upper cervical spine, and AJPS at 60° was intended to include proprioception of the upper and lower cervical spines. We hypothesized that AJPS would be significantly more accurate near end-ROM than mid-ROM due to loading of a larger quantity of musculoskeletal tissues and the resulting greater mechanoreceptor stimulation. It may be clinically important to determine if there are positional differences in cervical AJPS to consider whether ROM-specific proprioception testing and training programs may need to be included in comprehensive interventions planned to reduce the incidence and severity of neck pain in individuals with a history of neck pain or whiplash.

**Methods**

**Design**

This study was a cross-sectional design. As part of larger ongoing injury-prevention and performance-optimization research initiatives, each subject visited once for a 2-hour testing session.

**Participants**

Human-subjects research approval was obtained from the Dwight D. Eisenhower Army Medical Center and the university institutional review boards. Active-duty military helicopter pilots from the 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault) were recruited. Inclusion criteria were age 18 to 55 years and being active-duty military helicopter pilots. Exclusion criteria were cardiovascular, pulmonary, neurological, balance, or metabolic disorder; skin allergy to adhesive tape; a history of concussion, mild head injury, or neck pain in the previous 12 months; current spinal, upper-limb, or lower-limb impairments that could affect test performance; pain at the time of testing; or restriction on physical training. A total of 53 subjects (5 women and 48 men) participated in this investigation (age 28.4 ± 6.4 y, height 175.3 ± 9.8 cm, and 80.1 ± 11.8 kg). All subjects provided written informed consent before participation in this study.

**Procedures**

Subjects reported to the human performance research laboratory at Fort Campbell, Kentucky. Cervical-spine proprioception was measured by AJPS testing (active replication of initial active positioning) using the Vicon Nexus motion-capture system synchronized with 6 wall-mounted MX13+ infrared cameras (Vicon Motion Systems, Centennial, CO). In our laboratory, the accuracy of the Vicon Nexus system is 0.39 mm translation and 0.08° rotation.

First, subjects were blindfolded and seated face forward on a wooden chair with hips and knees positioned at approximately 90° flexion and feet hip-width apart. The elbows and forearms were supported by cushions on top of the chair armrests to elevate the shoulder girdle approximately 2.5 cm, off-load the cervical spine from the weight of the upper limbs, and reduce tension in the neck–shoulder musculotendinous tissues. This was intended to bias mechanical loading to tissues surrounding the cervical vertebrae themselves. Subjects wore a 5-cm-wide black athletic headband aligned parallel with the Frankfort plane\textsuperscript{27} (Figure 1). Retroreflective markers were placed over the midline of the sphenoid bone (temple) and the most posterior aspect of the parietal bone on both sides of the head in line with the longitudinal midline of the headband (4 head markers) and over the C7 and T10 spinous processes, the jugular notch, and the xiphoid process.

Before testing, a static calibration trial was performed to create a subject-specific head-on-trunk model in the Vicon Nexus software. Full left and right cervical-rotation active-ROM trials were performed 3 times to ensure that subjects had more than 60° of motion available. During testing, the examiner used standardized verbal cues to instruct the subject to rotate toward the desired 30° or 60° left/right-rotation target position. The testing order was randomly assigned for each subject. Subjects performed 1 target-position trial followed by 1 replication trial. Using real-time feedback from the Vicon Nexus, the examiner cued the subject to hold the target position for 5 seconds. Subjects were asked to concentrate on feeling where their head was in space, and then return to the face-forward position. After a 5-second pause, subjects were instructed to replicate the target angle and then press a trigger to mark that point in the motion-capture system. The same procedures were repeated 5 times. The examiner visually inspected the subjects’ motion to verify that the correct plane of motion was used throughout ROM.
Kinematic data were processed and filtered in the Vicon Nexus software using a Woltring filter. Cervical-rotation angles from the biomechanical model were computed using Euler angles and reported as the rotational position of the head segment relative to the trunk segment in the z-axis of the trunk (degrees). Cervical-rotation data from each trial were exported into separate data files, and a custom-written Matlab program (MathWorks, Inc, Natick, MA) was used to compute the dependent variables of this study.

Cervical-spine-rotation AJPS has previously been reported using absolute error (AE), constant error (CE), and variable error (VE). AE omits the direction of error and simply describes the magnitude of error, CE describes the magnitude and direction (underestimation or overestimation) of error, and VE is the standard deviation of the CE across trials. Based on our preliminary reliability study (Table 1), the AE had fair to substantial reliability and was used in the current investigation.

Statistical Analyses

All statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS software (version 20.0, IBM Corp, Armonk, NY). Descriptive statistics were calculated for all variables. The Shapiro-Wilk test showed that most variables were not normally distributed. Therefore, pairwise Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests were performed to determine which positions were significantly different. Alpha was set to .0125 with Bonferroni adjustments a priori.

Results

All subjects had sufficient active ROM to perform the cervical AJPS 60° test. The mean (± SD) active ROM was 71.1° ± 6.1° to the right and 73.4° ± 6.6° to the left. AE at R30 was significantly larger than the AE at R60 (R30 3.0° ± 1.3°, R60 2.2° ± 1.0°, \(P = .001\)) and the AE at L60 (R30 3.0° ± 1.3°, L60 2.2° ± 1.2°, \(P = .001\)). Similarly, AE at L30 was significantly larger than the AE at R60 (L30 3.2° ± 1.6°, R60 2.2° ± 1.0°, \(P = .001\)) and the AE at L60 (L30 3.2° ± 1.6°, L60 2.2° ± 1.2°, \(P = .001\)). There was no significant difference between the AEs at R30 and L30 (R30 3.0° ± 1.3°, L30 3.2° ± 1.6°, \(P = .145\)) and those at R60 and L60 (R60 2.2° ± 1.0°, L60 2.2° ± 1.2°, \(P = .892\)).

Discussion

The current study has demonstrated better AE near end-ROM versus mid-ROM, so our hypothesis was supported. The AE values from the current study are consistent with previous work. The current results are also in agreement with previous studies of peripheral joints that indicated better proprioception near end-ROM than mid-ROM.

There are potential explanations as to why subjects demonstrated significantly better proprioception near end-ROM versus mid-ROM. One explanation considers the cervical joints and the contribution of capsuloligamentous and intervertebral disc mechanoreceptors that are prevalent in the human cervical spine. With right rotation of 40° to 45°, for example, the capsules of the right and left C1–C2 apophyseal joints are stretched along with the left alar ligament.22,33,34 With rotation beyond 45°, the capsules of the right and left apophyseal joints from the C2–C3 level to the C7–T1 level are progressively stretched.23,25 Thus, with increasing rotation beyond 45° more apophyseal joint capsules and intervertebral discs are loaded, likely resulting in stimulation of a greater number of mechanoreceptors.

Another explanation considers the cervical muscles and the contribution of muscle spindles. Morphologically, the cervical muscles contain more muscle spindles (higher density) than other muscles in the body to play a
critical role in vestibular-visual coordination and postural control. Furthermore, deep cervical flexor muscles (longus colli) contain more muscle spindles than deep cervical extensor muscles (multifidus), as the deep flexors maintain the head in a slightly flexed position and keep the head and the cervical spine aligned, while the deep extensors mostly resist gravity. With right rotation of 40° to 45°, the ipsilateral rectus capitis posterior major and obliquus capitis inferior are the main agonists for motion between C1 and C2. With rotation beyond 45°, the ipsilateral longus colli and contralateral scalenes and sternocleidomastoid are recruited as agonists for motion extending below C2. Because alpha-gamma coactivation and stimulation of the muscle spindle always occur with active movements, the more agonists that are recruited for a task the more muscle spindles that are likely stimulated via alpha-gamma coactivation. More antagonist muscle mechanoreceptors might also be stimulated, as active ROM increases beyond 45° as more antagonists are stretched.

Further explanation considers the human fascia, which also contains mechanoreceptor nerve endings. As active ROM increases from near mid-ROM to end-ROM, it is likely that more mechanoreceptors are stimulated due to an increase in tissue stretch surrounding the cervical spine. This increase inafferent information near end-ROM may ultimately result in higher precision in position sense than near mid-ROM.

Another potential explanation considers the involvement of the vestibular system. In the current investigation, subjects took 5.1 seconds and 6.0 seconds to reach the target positions near mid-ROM and end-ROM, respectively. The head-rotation velocity is well above the mean motion-detection threshold (0.46°/s) of the vestibular threshold (during using the passive whole-body-rotation testing). In other words, the vestibular system is likely contributing to cervical-spine AJPS. In addition, the vestibular system becomes more sensitive at higher velocity. Note that in the current study subjects moved their head faster when aiming for the near-end-ROM targets. Therefore, from the perspective of the vestibular system, the differences in head speed between mid-ROM and end-ROM may explain the differences in the AEs. On the other hand, there are reports on the inhibition of vestibular signals with active head movements. Unfortunately, the current investigation cannot rule out one explanation over others; however, it is important to recognize the potential role of the vestibular system during cervical-spine AJPS testing.

There are limitations in the study. First, all subjects were active-duty military helicopter pilots. The current findings may be specific to this population and lack the generalizability. Second, the AJPS is inherently difficult for subjects to perform consistently, as demonstrated in a wide range of reliability, precision, and normality data; therefore, the current findings must be interpreted cautiously. We do support the current findings, as the variables that reached statistical significance have large effect size (0.64–0.71) and sufficient power (>0.99).

Clinically, it is as yet unknown whether the absolute size of such differences have the potential to be clinically significant. Considering, for example, that the mean ROM for most motion segments of the lower cervical spine (C2–T1) is less than 6.5°, proprioceptive errors of just 1° or 2° represent a major proportion of the available anatomical ROM and may induce subtle joint malalignment that results in aberrant cervical motion-segment load transfer. Subtle cervical-spine joint malalignments, or “positional faults” as termed by the positional fault hypothesis, are certainly implicated and widely considered clinically meaningful phenomena in cervical syndromes associated with nontraumatic onset of pain. This work reports that statistically significant differences exist at 2 different positions in the available cervical-spine left/right-rotation active ROM, and, therefore, an aim of future investigations could be to determine whether the absolute size of differences reported in this study has the potential to be clinically significant in injury control for nontraumatic neck pain in military helicopter pilots.

Conclusions

Cervical-spine-rotation AJPS was more accurate near end-ROM than near mid-ROM. Because there were significant differences in cervical-spine-rotation AJPS at different points in the right/left-rotation ROM, both target positions should be examined to fully encompass right/left AJPS of both the upper and lower cervical spine. Use of both mid- and end-ROM target positions would likely provide a thorough cervical-spine transverse-plane proprioception profile. The findings of this study are clinically important because they highlight ROM-specific differences in cervical-spine-rotation AJPS. Range-of-motion-specific proprioception testing may be considered for the prospective identification of risk factors for neck pain in civilian athletes and/or military helicopter pilots.
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